Neuronal net's N°10
Oral cosmetology:
myth or reality?
Whether we walk in a supermarket, at our pharmacist’s or we quietly stay at home reading a magazine,
shelves and advertisements are teeming with nutraceuticals, nutricosmetics, cosmeceuticals and now on
Beauty Foods, all products with complex hybrid names, claiming their ability to provide eternal beauty. Was
Dr Faust only ahead on his time? Didn’t regulatory requirements define precisely enough the fields of
expansion of drugs, cosmetics and food? Under which regulation falls a suncare capsule to be taken on a
course before sun exposure to reinforce our immune defenses?
New generation of food supplements, these products promise an effect on health, and even, for some of
them, benefits towards signs of skin aging.
The research in this area consists in selecting ingredients, understanding and controlling their bioavailability
in plasma, but above all in skin or appendages, demonstrating their bio efficacy after oral ingestion. We can
honestly suppose that the beauty supplements, which reached the target organ after a long and perilous trip
from the mouth to the skin, or their metabolites, will set firstly in the deepest layers and fully achieve their
function without additional transformation.
This is how nutrients can effectively reinforce and
complete the action of traditional cosmetic products,
the ingredients of which will benefit from a shorter
course indeed, with the risk however to undergo a
metabolism and a fast degradation by oxidation and due
to the presence of skin enzymes, then possibly not be
able to reach the deep skin layers to achieve the
expected cosmetic effect.
But such a combined action, as long as its benefit is
demonstrated in a proper way, requires a very clear
message to the consumers, often unable today to
differentiate between real and imaginary.

Do we already have at disposal nutrients with effective cosmetic properties?
Yes, some of them being widely known and already used in cosmetic products
themselves. As for example, Vitamin A known for its capability to repair the skin and
maintain it in good state, Vitamin C for its antiradical properties and protecting effect
against UV, probiotics which contribute effectively to the skin healing and to the cell
defense against UV radiations, polyunsaturated fat acids in reducing skin drying
and desquamation, and also natural extracts such as quercitrin (precursor of
quercetin) and kaempferol extracted from the kiwi seed for which Japanese
researchers have proven the effect on pigmentation and wrinkles diminishing,
and many others. However, it is absolutely necessary to control the validity of the
available data; that is why EFSA (E.U.) revised the status of Vitamin E,
invalidating its supposedly acquired antioxidant and skin protecting properties.

Do experimental models suitable to demonstrate the cosmetic effects of products administered orally exist?
Yes these models do exist but necessitate resorting to clinical investigations. These ones do not present any particular difficulty since
the protocols are most of the time very close to the ones implemented to test traditional cosmetic products. Nevertheless, because of the
potential systemic effects, such studies in Human require the strict respect of ethical rules,
in particular the existence of relevant pre-requisites. Here again the context
remains not so easy when it comes to evaluate the safety or efficacy of such
products.

Are there specific regulatory requirements related to
nutricosmetics?
With the exception of Asia, the present regulatory
framework is fundamentally insufficient.
The European Directive as well as the new cosmetic
Regulation precisely set the exclusively topical use of
cosmetic products and their function. Likewise, the related
regulations establish unambiguously the nutritious function of
food and food supplements. This is not the case for this new
category of products administered orally but devoid of nutritional
target. Therefore, they should be submitted to a specific regulation.

Can we consider any convergence between cosmetic products and beauty food supplements?
The obvious interest of the cosmetic industry in this field and the large investments allocated show that this sector absolutely
understood the stakes and advantages to profit from what cannot be seen as a simple momentary trend,
but corresponds to the real evolution of the society.This evolution meets an ancient and deep
yearning of the Human being, certainly partly lost today with the lack of clarity in the
information that he receives: to find within food a natural support to fulfill his needs in
terms of well-being, self-esteem and pleasure. All of them corresponding to main
values expressed through the image that
everyone wants to have of himself and
present to others: youth and beauty.
The Golden Calf is still present!
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